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In A Year of Miracles, Marianne Williamson, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the classic

A Return to Love and world-renowned teacher, offers a daily devotional that helps us develop a

positive, loving mindset and encourages us to live our best selves to bring miracles into our

lives.Williamson has taught millions around the world the simple yet profound lesson that has

helped them tap into the divine within themselves and lead a happier, more fulfilled existence: How

we think determines how we live. If you change your thoughts, you can change your reality. If you

strive to put your best self forward, the universe responds, actively helping you, creating miracles

that allow you to flourish.A Year of Miracles is her collection of 365 spiritual readings, including

prayers, meditations, declarations, and affirmationsâ€”one for each day of the yearâ€”that offer

guidance, support, and enlightenment to focus your thinking. With this thoughtful meditative

devotional, you can stay mindful, hopeful, and centered every day, producing miracles in your

life.Combining wisdom drawn from her bestselling books as well as fresh insight, A Year of Miracles

helps enhance your spiritual journey and opens your eyes to see God acting through the universe to

provide all that you need.
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â€œShe continues to inspire.â€• (Parade)â€œAn internationally acclaimed author and lecturer,

[Williamson] offers advice on how to live your best self in order to bring miracles into your life.â€•

(Time magazine)â€œA self-help author and spiritual sage . . . Williamson, a friend of Oprah Winfrey,

has long been a spiritual fixture in Hollywood. . . . Sheâ€™s also well known as a philanthropist.. . .



Her books offer prescriptives on everything from governance to fat fighting.â€• (Washington Post)

Marianne Williamson, author of the bestselling classic A Return to Love and world-renowned

teacher, has taught millions around the world an incredible secret: you can transform your life and

the world by simply changing how you think. Our thoughts hold our destiny. In A Year of Miracles,

she provides 365 reflections and devotions that offer guidance and spiritual support for following the

path of love. These readings help you to remember, each day, that you are not alone, that the

universe is alive and ready to shower you with help and miracles when you strive to put your best

self forward. Reading these daily morsels of wisdom will help you stay focused, hopeful, and

centeredâ€”and open your eyes to all the ways God wants to help and bless you. Expect a miracle

every day! --This text refers to the Digital edition.

I just received my beautiful hard cover copy, and opened at random to Day 247 - Today I Will Not

Play Small. "Today I will not allow false modesty to keep me from claiming the power within me.

God has placed it there to be used on His behalf, and I serve no one by hiding my light. Pretending

to be less than I am is a game that I play at my peril. In truth I have only scratched the surface of the

gifts I can give to the world...."A Year of Miracles has already started my new year of 2014 on the

right thought. I love, love, this book! I am so happy that I decided on the hard cover, as this

generous and stunning book will be my closest companion displayed on my family room table for

the whole year and more. Since, I am delighted to have Marianne's precious words of Grace to

illuminate my thoughts closer at hand for family and friends.I have been a devout follower of

Marianne and ACIM student since 1992. This is the first book that resonates in a powerful way with

Mike Dooley's incredible Notes From The Universe that I love. However, what's even more is

Marianne's creative power of thought-through reflections of magnificent prayer. I never tire of

reading her beautiful words that transpire the Grace of God throughout the pages of "A Year of

Miracles." No one prays quite like Marianne and communicates with words that speak directly to our

hearts."Thus shall God's purposes be accomplished on earth as they are in heaven...." are words of

Grace recited in one of Marianne's speeches and explains every page in this book to perfection.I

highly recommend this book to everyone.Thank you so much, Marianne.Catherine NagleAuthor of

Imprinted Wisdom

I am reading Marianne Williamson's latest gift of love to the world every morning before my "inner

anchorperson" (my new phrase for my ego thanks to Dan Harris' fantastic book "10% Happier") can



start its announcements of criticism and judgement. My copy of her book "Illuminata: A Return to

Prayer" is so well read and cherished it sits, love-worn and prominently on my desk awaiting me to

read each morning and for many other needs. In addition, I've purchased countless copies of her

"Everyday Grace" to pass on. Williamson's message has never wavered from her central idea that

we need to CHOOSE LOVE above all else, and I am grateful to start daily my own year of miracles

through her most recent book.

It is inspiring to read each day's passage. I love this book so much, I've sent copies to friends and

they all love it, too. We are all reading the same day and sometimes discuss it. Each day's message

is uplifting. I read it first thing in the morning so I can think about it throughout the day.

I bought this over a year ago. I had tried to read the Course in Miracles unsuccessfully. I read this

each morning. I write and reflect on the thought for the day. I have a friend that we email each other

everyday with our reflection on the reading. There have been some readings we have stayed on for

several days because they were pertinent for one of us. We are looking forward to following it

another year.

This is what I always hoped someone would write about the Course. It takes Course concepts and

explains them by presenting thoughts about the precepts that are for YOU/US, highly personalized.

It gives us daily "ways to be" that draw us closer to our higher power and healing of "us" and the

world. Thank you Marianne.

Having a stressful job / life sometimes makes it difficult to stop the spinning wheels and the

emotional churning residuals from the day. This was especially difficult as I faced the challenges of

a new job in a new career, later in life. By taking just 5 minutes or less to be present enough to read

one inspirational message (usually just a paragraph), I fall asleep much faster and stay asleep at

night. Also, I have better perspective in dealing with others, going forward.

This is my third time I have bought this book. One I gave away to a dear friend and the other a

replacement as I have been readily this book daily for years. Perfect morning meditation book. A

must have!

WOW, by reading this devotional daily, I noticed I have changed the way I think. I believe I am



becoming a more understanding, compassionate, and loving person. I am more conscious of the

things I speak and do. I now ponder,contemplate, and filter the things I see and hear.I would

recommend this book to all seekers as it enlightens and exhilarates ones senses.
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